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Abstract. Software reuse means to use again software components built
successfully for previous projects.To be successful, techniques for reuse
should be incorporated into the development environment.This paper
presents an approach where analogical reasoning is used to identify po-
tentially reusable analysis models.A prototype implementation with fo-
cus on the repository and analogical reasoning mechanism is presented.
All models in the repository are described in terms of their structure.
Semantic similarity among models is found by identifying distance in a
semantic net built on WordNet, an electronic, lexical database.During
retrieval of potential analogies, information about structure and seman-
tics of models is used.During mapping, genetic algorithms are used to
optimize the mapping between two models based on their structure and
semantics.
Experiments are described in which analogies are identiﬁed from the
models in the repository.The results reported show that this approach
is viable.
1 Introduction
The problem of software reuse has received much attention during the last few
decades. Main incentives for this eﬀort have been increasing software devel-
opment expenses and problems related to software quality. While previously
claiming that artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) had not contributed to software reuse,
in 1994 Tracz states that he believes that “software reuse is the common ground
where AI and software engineering will meet” [1]. This is due to the strength
of AI within knowledge acquisition and representation experience. AI would be
particularlyimportant when try ing to reuse artifacts from earlystages of the
software development process.
The goal of this project [2] is to studyhow analogical reasoning (AR) can
be used to reuse object-oriented speciﬁcations. Reuse candidates should be iden-
tiﬁed earlyduring a software project, as this mayreduce the project’s use of
resources, and result in a product of higher quality.
It has long been realized that software reuse must be planned, and that it
must be integrated in the software development process itself. This ﬁeld has
received increased interest during recent years [3,4]. Schmidt [5], in 1999, says
that although opportunistic reuse has taken place when software developers have
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Fig.1. An OOram role model with a stimulus role called borrower
been cutting and pasting code previouslydeveloped bythemselves or others
within a small group, such reuse does not scale. The goal is to achieve systematic
software reuse, and this requires both organizational and technical changes.
In recent years, focus has shifted more and more towards component-based
development. One eﬀect is that the developer has less control over the architec-
ture and design of a new system because so many design decisions are already
made bythe component developers. The design decisions are now, according
to Wallnau et al. [6], shifted more towards selecting components, rather than
towards designing your own components.
According to Maiden [7], evidence has been established that experienced
software developers use analogies when theysolve new problems, while novices
are more concerned with the constructs of the programming language itself.
I suggest the incorporation of AR techniques into a computer-aided software
engineering (CASE) tool to help the systems developer reuse components from
previous systems. The developer should be aided through the process of creating
software artifacts bygetting suggestions of potentiallyreusable artifacts found
in a repository. For reuse to be successful, reusable artifacts should be identiﬁed
during the analysis phase. This would prevent too much time being wasted on
designing components that could otherwise be reused.
The reusable artifacts used in this work, are OOram (Object-oriented role
analysis modelling) role models [8]. They are examples of high level object-
oriented analysis models that emphasize the roles objects play using application
domain terms. At this earlystage in the development process no decisions are
made as to what objects will playthe diﬀerent roles and what classes are needed
to implement them. An example OOram role model is given in ﬁgure 1. Ovals
represent roles, small circles represent ports, and lines represent paths between
the roles. The stimulus role, borrower, is initiating the activityin the role model.
If there is a port next to a role, it means that this role knows about the role
at the other end of the path. A double, or MANY, port indicates that the role
knows about multiple occurrences of the role at the other end.
Theoryfrom AR advocates that structural similarities be used to identify
analogies. AR is used as the foundation for the current approach. The method-
ologymust be ﬁne-tuned, however, with respect to what information is actually
present in a repositoryof reusable components. I suggest a hy brid approach
where the similaritymeasure is based on both structural and semantic informa-52 S.Bjørnestad
tion. How these similaritymeasures are to be balanced will thus be a question
of analysis.
I show through a set of experiments that it is in fact possible to use AR within
a realistic framework to identifyanalogous, and reusable, analy sis models.
2 Approach
2.1 Analogical Reasoning
Analogical problem solving is important for how humans solve problems. Trans-
fer of concepts and relations from one domain to another lies in the bottom
of common sense reasoning, learning, and complex problem solving. Research
within AR states that the underlying structure of the problem is important for
identifying analogies [9]. Analogical problem solving can brieﬂy be described as
an attempt to reuse and adapt a problem solution in a new situation, maybe
within a completelydiﬀerent domain.
According to Kedar-Cabelli, computational models for analogical problem
solving can be described in 4 steps [10]:
1. Retrieval—from a target case, search the knowledge base for a base case that
resembles the target and has a reusable solution.
2. Elaboration—derive attributes, relations and causal chains that involve the
base case.
3. Mapping—match attributes, relations, causal chains from the base case to
the target case.
4. Justiﬁcation—ensure that the derived properties, obtained from matching,
are in fact valid. If not, correct or modify.
Kedar-Cabelli adds a ﬁfth step, learning, that involves accepting the com-
puted properties of the target and adding those to the knowledge base [11], and
derivation of general knowledge from the base and target solution [12,13].
The most diﬃcult of the four (or ﬁve) steps seems to be retrieval of base
cases. The process should ensure that the retrieved cases are relevant and can
be mapped to the target case after the elaboration process. The most promising
methods seem to involve indexing bycommon generalizations, negative associ-
ations (reasons for wrong classiﬁcation), prototypes and important diﬀerences
between cases. Such techniques are described byKolodner, Simpson et al. [14],
and further improved byBareiss, Porter et al. [15].
Thagard [16] presents two criteria for evaluating computational approaches
to analogy. First, how well does a computational account of analogy correspond
to the experimental facts of human thinking? Second, how powerful is the com-
putational approach: What tasks does it perform, and how eﬃcientlydoes it
perform them? In this work the emphasis is on the second of these criteria.
According to Thagard, computational approaches to analogyare often orga-
nized along four general dimensions: representation, retrieval, exploitation, and
learning. Along each dimension we can distinguish between syntactic, semantic
and pragmatic approaches. Syntax deals with the properties that symbols have
due to their form. Semantics is concerned with the relations of symbols to the
world, and ﬁnally pragmatics deals with the use of symbols.Analogical Reasoning for Reuse of Object-Oriented Speciﬁcations 53
2.2 Our Support for Analogical Reasoning
When a software developer performs analysis for a new project, he should have
the option to use AR at anypoint in the process to identifycomponents from
previous projects that are similar enough to be reused, in part or in whole. The
system should give an estimate of the closeness of the match, to indicate the
amount of work needed for modiﬁcations.
The current project supports the retrieval and mapping phases of AR. Al-
though structural similarityis said to be the basis for analogies, I propose a
similaritymodel based on a combined measure of structural and semantic belief
values both during the retrieval and mapping phases. Models created from within
the same application domain are thought to be more reusable, since less replace-
ment or rewriting of components is thought to be required. Semantic similarity
is thus also taken into consideration.
To handle structure information during retrieval, information about a role
model’s most important sub-structures is computed automaticallyand stored in
the repositorywhen the model is stored [17]. The purpose of structure descrip-
tions is to have a rapid wayto extract the models that are similar to the target
model. A sub-structure can be a ring, tree, star,o rchain. Information about the
size of the structure is also stored. At most 3 sub-structures are described.
The process of ﬁnding analogies can be described in the following points.
– When a search for analogous role models is activated bythe software devel-
oper, the structural descriptions of the role models are ﬁrst searched to ﬁnd
the role models that resemble the target model.
– The next step is to ﬁnd the best possible candidates for semantic similarity.
– The results from the structural and semantic search are combined. An inter-
esting problem is what weight to give to the semantic similaritycompared
to the structural similarityduring retrieval.
– When retrieval is completed, and all base models are ranked based on a
combination of structural and semantic similarity, a number of models are
selected for mapping. The software developer should be able to select models
based on a lower threshold for the computed probabilityof a base model
being analogous and an upper limit of models to perform the mapping on.
– The elaboration phase is supported in the sense that the role models them-
selves, rather than their structure descriptions, are utilized in the mapping.
– A genetic algorithm based on GAlib [18] is used during mapping.
– When the selected models are mapped, the user is presented with the re-
sulting models, ranked according to their analogyvalues, to let him decide
whether anyof the suggestions are acceptable.
– If the analogyis accepted, this information is stored in the repositoryfor
future use.
2.3 Prototype
To be able to test the suggested approach, a prototype for the CASE tool envi-
ronment is developed. The OOram models are stored in a repository. Informa-
tion about the models’ structure is used during retrieval, as mentioned above,54 S.Bjørnestad
Fig.2. The CASE Tool after search and selection of a potential analogy
together with information about the names that are used to describe role names.
A role is named bycreating a link to a word meaning in a term space. A further
description of the term space is given in section 2.4.
The user starts the search for analogies byselecting a target model as shown
in the upper left pane of ﬁgure 2. He then chooses to see all models with an
analogyvalue above a certain leverl, here 0.0, i.e., all models (upper right side
of the window), and starts the search bypressing the Search button. When the
search is completed, a list of base models are shown in a pane on the right side of
the window ranked according to their analogyvalue. Above the list, the number
of role models in the repositoryis shown.
When selecting a model in the list, it is displayed in the lower left pane.
The roles that are mapped between target and base models are shown in the
lower right pane, together with the semantic similarityvalue between the pairs
of mapped roles. For each role in the target model there maybe a mapping to a
role in the base. Figure 2 shows the system after a user has performed a search
for a target model.
2.4 Semantic Description
Available knowledge from work within lexical and semantic research is used
as a basis to measure semantic similaritybetween anytwo components in the
repository. WordNet [19], a lexical database that supports conceptual, rather
than merelyalphabetical, search, is an interesting sy stem in this respect. It
combines features from both a dictionaryand thesaurus, and it contains the full
range of common English vocabulary.
The basic relationship used in WordNet is the synonym, and words are orga-
nized in synonym sets, or synsets, consisting of all words that express a common
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written word, can have several word meanings. A word form belongs to one of
the word categories nouns, verbs, adjectives, or adverbs. This implies that the
words in a synset are interchangeable in some, although not in all, contexts. Be-
tween the synsets there can be several types of relationships, e.g., specialization,
generalization, and containment. Some short phrases, or collocations, that would
normallynot be included in a dictionary , are also included in WordNet.
The most important relationship between noun synsets is specialization which
organizes synsets into a lexical hierarchy, or rather in a set of hierarchies, each
with a unique beginner at its root. There are 25 such unique beginners. A unique
beginner is a primitive semantic component representing all words in its hierar-
chicallystructured semantic ﬁeld. Examples of unique beginners are {artifact}
and {act,activity}. The unique beginners are organized into 11 hierarchies, and
bydoing this, a few more general sy nsets are introduced, e.g., {entity} and
{object}. The hierarchies tend to be fairlyshallow, and lexical inheritance sy s-
tems are never more than 14 levels (applies to version 1.6).
2.5 Semantic Requirements of the Analogy Machine
Research in AR emphasizes deeper, structural similarities. However, surface sim-
ilarities, like the names used, mayplayan important role for improving the
analogies. An analogymachine should quicklybe able to identifythe models
that most closelyresemble the structure of the target model.
Tests performed on graphs illudating OOram models using genetic algo-
rithms [20] indicate that when using additional linguistic knowledge, the search
for good analogies is improved. These experiments used names chosen from a
restricted set, and the graphs were not conversions of role models. Also, the
names were not related through a semantic net. It was therefore onlypossible
to saywhether the names were the same or not. The addition of a semantic net
could enhance the importance of using semantics as an aid to identifyanalo-
gies. Therefore, the results after searching for structural similarities should be
combined with a search for semantic similarity.
We want to identifyproperties of WordNet useful for ﬁnding similarities
among OOram components. OOram components can be named as follows: Roles
and attributes are named using nouns, messages using verbs, and message ar-
guments using nouns. If one term is not enough to name a component, a com-
bination of terms might be necessary. The term library assistant does not exist
in WordNet, so to use it in a model, it could be added to the term space. Al-
ternatively, a modiﬁer, i.e., an extra name part that is used in addition to the
main name, could be introduced. For role names, a modiﬁer can be an additional
noun, e.g., the main name is assistant, with the modiﬁer library, in the example
above. Modiﬁers removes the need for adding new synsets to the repository.
2.6 Semantic and Structural Similarity
Semantic information in the CASE repositoryis organized in a term space ﬁlled
with the noun part of the WordNet database. The terms, or word forms, are56 S.Bjørnestad
stored in a hash table with pointers from each word form to each of its mean-
ings. The meanings are organized into synsets. The synsets are organized hierar-
chicallythrough specialization and generalization relationships. Thus there is a
many-to-many relationship between word forms and synsets. In the CASE tool,
OOram roles are named bycreating a pointer to a particular word meaning.
The semantic similaritybetween two OOram roles is found bycalculating the
distance between the synsets that represent them in the term space. The further
apart theyare in the term space, the lower the similarityvalue. Since the term
space is organized as a set of hierarchies, there are two base situations. If the two
role names are found in the same hierarchy , theyget a similarityvalue, sim > 0.
If theybelong to diﬀerent hierarchies, sim = 0.
Several semantic similaritymodels are tried out. The model selected takes
into account that when two nodes in a hierarchyare compared, one should not
onlytake into account the distance between them, but also their diﬀerence in
abstraction level. The greater the diﬀerence in abstraction level, the greater the
semantic diﬀerence. This reduction should be dependent on the level at which
the two roles are found.
We use a notation where wt and wb represent the word meanings of target
and base roles respectively, wa is their nearest common ancestor, sim(wt,w b), is
the semantic similarityvalue between wt and wb, and lev(wx) is the level of a
word meaning, wx, in a WordNet hierarchy, such that 0≤ sim(wt,w b) ≤ 1. The
similaritymodel used is shown in equation 1.
sim(wt,w b)
=1−
(lev(wt) − lev(wa)) + (lev(wb) − lev(wa))
lev(wt) + lev(wb)
− k
|lev(wt) − lev(wb)|
lev(wt) + lev(wb)
=
2 ∗ lev(wa) − k ∗| lev(wt) − lev(wb)|
lev(wt) + lev(wb)
. (1)
The eﬀect of the diﬀerence in abstraction level is controlled bya constant k,
whose value is decided through testing.
During retrieval, the mapping of roles is not known, so the algorithm ﬁnds
the best semantic match for each role name in the target model, and the mean
similarityvalue for roles in the target model is calculated according to equation 2.
sim(t,b)=
m
j=1 maxn
i=1sim(wb
i,w t
j)
m
. (2)
where sim(wb
i,w t
j) is the similaritybetween a role in the target model and one
of the roles in a base model in equation 1, and m and n are the number of
roles in target and base models, respectively. The function maxj calculates the
maximum similaritybetween role j in the target model and each of the roles,
i, in the base model. sim(t,b) thus represents an upper bound on the average
semantic similaritybetween the target model and a base model.
Based on Dempster-Shafer theoryof evidence [21], this value is converted
into a belief function, Bel
b
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for semantic similarity, pb
sem, is calculated, i.e., an optimistic approach is used.
During mapping, however, when roles are mapped structurally, only the names
of roles that are structurallymapped are compared.
2.7 Retrieval
Structural similarityis based on a search through a collection of structure de-
scriptions. An example of a structure description is:T34 ,meaning a tree with
trunk length 3 and 2 branches. The structure descriptions of two role models
are compared, and a belief function for structural similarity, Bel
b
str, is calcu-
lated. The more roles included in a structure description, the higher value the
description gets during comparison.
When semantic and structural similarityare found, the two belief functions
are combined, and a combined probability, pb
c, that base model b is analogous
to the target, is calculated. This probabilityis used to rank the models after
retrieval. The probabilityis given by
pb
c(a)=m({a})+k · m({a,¬a}). (3)
where m is the mass assignment, a represents the proposition that the two models
are analogous, and the value of k decides whether the function is optimistic (1),
pessimistic (0) or neutral (1/2). We use a neutral approach. The semantic and
structural belief functions are given equal weight.
2.8 Mapping
The best candidates for analogyidentiﬁed during retrieval are selected for the
mapping phase. During mapping, speciﬁc roles from target and base models
are mapped according to their structural positions. The genetic algorithm has
a ﬁtness function that gives score for isomorphic graphs, while using the value
of the semantic similaritybetween mapped roles to strenghen or weakening the
mapping. The best mapping is taken to be the one that gives the highest total
value, i.e., it maps as manyroles in the target as possible. The analogyvalue is
taken to be the average value of the sim(b,t)/n, where n is the number of roles
in the target model.
3 Experimental Design
The suggested approach is tested and improved through a set of experiments.
The term space is ﬁlled with all nouns from a Prolog version of WordNet. The
repositoryis ﬁlled with a set of 133 role models. The models diﬀer in size,
application area, and complexity. 24 models are chosen as target models for each
experiment. For some of these cases, there are other models known to be similar
to the target, while other target models do not have anyclose analogies. Most
models are simple—the smallest is a chain containing 2 roles—but typically they
contain 3–5 roles with diﬀering structure. On the other end of the scale there58 S.Bjørnestad
are more complex models that typically represents a higher level of synthesis.
The most complex model contains 16 roles and 36 ports.
The simplest role model is a chain with one structure description. The most
complex role models is described bymanystructure descriptions. Since onlythe
three most important structure descriptions are stored, not all roles will be part
of one of the descriptions that are stored and later used during retrieval. The
intention of our approach to reuse is to ﬁnd analogies among sub-models, but it
is also interesting to see how the system degrades as the models grow larger and
more complex.
The same set of base models are used for each experiment. A main goal is
to ﬁnd if the best analogies are identiﬁed during retrieval, so that we can safely
limit the number of models sent to the mapping phase. The models are kept in
an XML format and are therefore easyto add to the database. When roles are
named using word forms with more than one meaning in WordNet, a particular
meaning is chosen byidentify ing a synsetID in the XML ﬁle. The synsetIDs
are found using the WordNet graphical user interface. In a future system, this
functionalitywill be supported bygiving the user an option to choose from a set
of meanings displayed with synonyms, descriptions, and examples.
After each experiment, we select the following information for each case: For
each base model, its name, rank after retrieval and computed probabilitythat
the model is analogous after retrieval, and its analogyvalue and rank after the
mapping phase is completed.
3.1 Establish Base Situation
The approach described so far is tested with the 24 cases. Later, small variations
are tried out, and the results are compared to this base. There are two main goals
for the experiments; 1) get as good mappings, i.e., as high analogyvalues, as
possible, and 2) improve the retrieveal bymoving the best analogies as high as
possible in the ranked list after retrieval.
Figure 3 shows the base situation as curve A. The x-axis represents the
number of base models chosen for mapping after retrieval. The y-axis shows in
how manyof the 24 experiment cases the highest ranked analogyafter mapping
in fact would have been chosen for mapping. To be certain that the best analogy
is included in all cases we would have to choose 67 candidates for mapping. If
we accept that the best analogyis found in onlya fraction of 0.75 of the cases,
we onlyhave to map the two highest ranked models after retrieval.
3.2 Add Information about Multiplicity on Ports
In the base situation, A, OOram MANY ports are not distinguished from ONE
ports during mapping. I want to test if the distinction between these two types
of ports will improve the mappings. Bythis I mean that the analogies get higher
values. Such information is added in situation B in this experiment. Information
about how manybase models from retrieval must be passed on to the mapping
phase, is collected as above. Figure 3 compares situation B with situation A.Analogical Reasoning for Reuse of Object-Oriented Speciﬁcations 59
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Fig.3. Fraction of best analogies found at position x after retrieval
The left part of the curve shows an improved situation in B. A possible
explanation of this fact maybe that in situation A the genetic algorithm ﬁxes
the structure too earlydue to greater semantic similarity . At about position 30,
the number of analogies found in situation B is lower than in situation A. This
poorer performance of B at higher positions is explained bythe fact that some
mappings in A between ONE and MANY ports, that were considered good, are
lost, since theyget a lower score than a mapping between two ports of the same
kind. In situation B, the best analogyis found among the two highest ranked
models after retrieval in a fracton of 0.79 of the cases, compared to 0.75 in
situation A.
It is not onlyinteresting to see how the best analogyis performing, so I also
look at the 5 best analogies in each experimental case. The use of such informa-
tion mayin some situations result in mappings with lower values, but if these
do not show up among the 5 best analogies, it is of no importance. I compare
the two situations to see whether better analogyvalues are identiﬁed when mul-
tiplicityinformation is considered. A change in analogyvalue is measured as
δij = aB
ij − aA
ij, where ax
ij is the analogyvalue for the ith ranked base model in
experimental case j, and x is the situation A or B. There is one test case for
each target model j.
The Wilcoxon sign test is used to analyze the results [22]. When considering
the 5 highest ranked models in either A or B, B gives signiﬁcantlyhigher analogy
values than A. I will therefore include the multiplicityinformation in the AR
approach.
3.3 Weight of Structural and Semantic Similarity during Retrieval
The best analogies should be ranked as high as possible after retrieval to avoid
the mapping of too manymodels. In myapproach, structural and semantic
similarityare given equal weight during retrieval. As theorywithin AR states
that deeper, structural similarities are important for ﬁnding analogies [9], an
experiment is performed to see whether more weight on structure will give good
analogies a higher rank after retrieval. This situation is termed C.60 S.Bjørnestad
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Fig.4. Comparison of eﬀect of increase of structural and semantic weight for 5 best
analogies
The weight given to the semantic belief function is reduced to 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.5,
and 0.0 of its original weight in a set of tests. The same set of target models were
used in each situation. For each situation, the weight of Belsem is reduced before
being combined with Belstr. The 5 best analogies for each of the 24 experimental
cases in the two situations are compared using
x
y
ij = πy(aij). (4)
where πy(aij) calculates the position after retrieval of the ith analogyin case j
using method y. A change in x
y
ij is measured as δij = xB
ij − xA
ij.I ft h e5b e s t
analogies are ranked in C, the median of δ will be less than zero. The sign test
for median is used to analyze the data.
This experiment showed no improvement in the ranks of the best analogies
after retrieval. On the contrary, it seemed that the 5 best analogies were moved
down the list after retrieval, contraryto the theory . Due to this, a new experi-
ment was performed to see if an increase in weight on semantic similaritywould
improve the ranks of the best analogies after retrieval. This new situation is
termed D. Except for this change, the experiment was similar to the one above.
The result shows that when reducing the weight on structure during retrieval,
the best analogies are in fact moved to better positions during retrieval.
I am still not willing to conclude that structure is less important. The results
may be caused byproperties among the models used in the experiments, e.g.,
theymaybe more similar semanticallythan structurally , or it maybe that the
structure description algorithm used is not able to capture the true structure of
the models. The last point would probablyplaya greater role for the biggest
models in the repository.
These two experiments tryto show opposite eﬀect, and it is therefore natural
to show the results combined. Figure 4 compares the relative number of 5 best
analogies that will be found at each position in the list after retrieval for both
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D we show the results when the weight for Belstr or Belsem has been reduced to
0.5 and to 0, respectively. The situation with no weight on Belstr, gives the best
result, while the situation with no weight on Belsem gives the poorest result.
3.4 Use of Fitness Function from the GA to Rank Analogies
Previous results indicate that structure is less important than semantics during
retrieval, thus contradicting current theoryregarding AR. One explanation is
that the values of the analogies are given too much emphasis on semantics.
Alternatively, the ﬁtness function used by the genetic algorithm during map-
ping can be used to calculate the value of the analogy. The ﬁtness function takes
into account information on both structure and semantics. The base case for this
experiment is situation B from the experiment in section 3.2. Here the value of
the analogycalculated as the mean semantic similarityof the roles from the
target model that is mapped. In the alternative case, E, the analogygets the
value of the best genome returned from the ﬁtness function. It is not possible to
compare the analogyvalues in B and E because theyare incomparable. I want
to see whether this approach to ranking the analogies will result in an order that
is more in line with the rank of the role models after retrieval.
Experiments show that the original approach is signiﬁcantlybetter than the
ﬁtness function, for all weightings of structure and semantics in the retrieval
ranking. The weight on Belsem and Belstr were varied as in section 3.3, and for
all situations the ﬁtness function gave a poorer result.
3.5 Results
The results show that if the 10 top ranked models after retrieval are passed on
to mapping, I identifya fraction of 0.6 of the 5 best analogies in these 24 cases
in situation B. In situation D0 with Belsem = 0, a fraction of 0.8 of the 5 best
analogies are found. In situation C0.5, with a weight on Belstr =0 .5, onlya
fraction of 0.2 of these models are found.
Multiplicityinformation on roles gives better results, although, in a few cases,
the best analogyis ranked lower. A ﬁrm conclusion cannot be made unless it has
been tested with a wider set of models. When it comes to weight of semantics
and structural information during retrieval, I think it would be right to let the
user decide the lower limit of the number of models that should be used during
mapping. The user mayhave some knowledge about the content of the repository
that can make him want to spend more time waiting for a positive result.
I am more certain when it comes to how the analogyvalues are calculated.
Use of the ﬁtness function does not give better results than does the function
where the mean value of the semantic similarityvalue between the roles that are
mapped bythe genetic algorithm.
4 Related Work
During the 90s, there was increased interest in the use of AR for reusing software
artifacts, and particularlywithin reuse of speciﬁcations. Maiden and Sutcliﬀe [23]62 S.Bjørnestad
use AR in a domain matcher, a hybrid computational mechanism for AR be-
tween a requirement speciﬁcation and one or more domain abstractions. They
use techniques similar to SME [24] byFalkenhainer and ACME [25] byHoly oak
and Thagard.
Lung and Urban [26] integrate domain analysis in an analogical approach to
software reuse. Theystress that reuse cannot occur without domain analy sis,
and that the requirements of AR should be part of the standard products of the
domain analysis process. When the domain at hand is poorly understood, an
analogycould be compared to a well deﬁned domain [27]. For this to be a viable
approach, domain models must be classiﬁed, and theypresent a hy brid classiﬁ-
cation scheme based on hierarchical and faceted classiﬁcation, i.e., it consists of
a hierarchyof facets, where each facet describes a keyaspect of the software.
Spanoudakis and Constantopoulos deﬁne a quantitative similarityrelation
between descriptions of software artifacts to promote analogical reuse [28]. A
generic method for computing similaritybetween object-oriented qualitative de-
scriptions is presented. Analogies are elaborated byfunctions measuring concep-
tual distances between objects with respect to semantic modelling abstractions.
There are other examples where attempts have been made to reuse code
through the use of AR, e.g., Jeng and Cheng [29]. This is not considered relevant
to our work, though, as we are interested in the reuse of artifacts from the early
phases of software development.
5 Conclusion and Further Work
The suggested approach to integrate AR in a CASE tool, seems promising. Both
the retrieval and mapping phases of AR are supported. Retrieval is based on
both structure, using structure descriptions, and semantics, using a term space
modelled after WordNet. The two are combined in a belief of whether a base
model is analogous to a target or not. The ranking of base models after retrieval
decides what models are passed to the mapping phase. The models that are
eventuallymapped, should, after retrieval, be ranked similar to the rank they
get after mapping. This goal should be reached with as little eﬀort as possible.
Mapping of models is based on a genetic algorithm combining knowledge about
their structure and semantics. The use of WordNet ensures that there is a large
vocabularythat is modelled byexpert lexicographers, and this strenghtens our
belief in the results.
The experiments performed show that it is possible to use analogical rea-
soning to identifyOOram role models that are similar to a target model. The
potentiallybest analogies, where similarityis based on both model structure
and semantics, are, for the experiments performed, found among the 10 highest
ranked models after retrieval in a fraction of 0.6 cases when weigth is equally
balanced between semantics and structure information.
The base models with highest analogyvalues are identiﬁed, but no work
has been done as to decide how good these analogies reallyare. This will to
a great extent dependent on the user’s judgment during justiﬁcation. Also, no
experiments are performed as to ﬁnd out whether the implementations of the
analogous models are reusable. This should be the ultimate goal of a projectAnalogical Reasoning for Reuse of Object-Oriented Speciﬁcations 63
such as this. To be able to answer this question, a repositoryshould contain
models of systems that are implemented, and selected analogies should be tried
adapted to ﬁt the new needs.
A ﬁnal question is whether the results, related to OOram role models, would
also be valid for other methodologies, e.g., UML analysis models. Since the
OOram models are transformed into directed graphs before the mapping phase,
it is reasonable to believe that a repositoryof models that can be converted into
directed graphs, can proﬁt from a solution as the one suggested here.
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